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A student of Plato and a teacher of Alexander the Great, Aristotle is one of the towering figures in

Western thought. A brilliant thinker with wide-ranging interests, he wrote important works in physics,

biology, poetry, politics, morality, metaphysics, and ethics.  In the Nicomachean Ethics, which he is

said to have dedicated to his son Nicomachus, Aristotle's guiding question is what is the best thing

for a human being? His answer is happiness. "Happiness," he wrote, "is the best, noblest, and most

pleasant thing in the world." But he means not something we feel, not an emotion, but rather an

especially good kind of life. Happiness is made up of activities in which we use the best human

capacities, both ones that contribute to our flourishing as members of a community, and ones that

allow us to engage in god-like contemplation. Contemporary ethical writings on the role and

importance of the moral virtues such as courage and justice have drawn inspiration from this work,

which also contains important discussions on responsibility, practical reasoning, and on the role of

friendship in creating the best life. This new edition combines David Ross's classic translation,

lightly revised by Lesley Brown, with a new and invaluable introduction and explanatory notes. A

glossary of key terms and comprehensive index, as well as a fully updated bibliography, add further

value to this exceptional new edition.About the Series: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics

has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each affordable

volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth

of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to

clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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"Very useful as a cornerstone for our discussion of ethics and the Western moral tradition. The

translation is elegant."--Dominic A. Aquila, Rochester Institute of Technology"A fine translation of an

essential classic in the field of ethics."--Claudia Card, University of Wisconsin"The index is

extremely helpful. The 'contents' are also a helpful tool. The numbering and division titles also make

this book a little easier to teach."--Rose Marie Surwilo, College of St. Francis"Very useful text of

Aristotle: the translation presents no pitfalls to a beginning student; the editor's organization is useful

but unitrusive; and finally, the cost is perfect."--Nickolas O. Papas, Hollins College"An excellent

translation and edition."--Winfield J.C. Myers, University of Georgia"Most lucid and accessible

edition popularly available."--John L. Hemingway, Washington State University --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Text: English (translation) Original Language: Greek --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Great book

This Kindle book is an excellent edition of this philosophical classic. Easy to read and navigate.

Good price as well.

This philosophy text is very enlightening and easy to digest, even to a non-philosophy major! I

recommend it for anyone looking for insights about human reasoning and motivation!

This book is a must for any ethics or philosophy class. Although it is not always an easy read, it is

an original source and students should read the original source rather than summaries.

Some of the teachings in this book or phrases can be put to almost any instance in your life and

gives you a very good prospective on things. Definitley worth reading if you like to feel a tad bit

smarter and impress your pals with sophisticated sayings lol.If you are reading this to increase your

vocabulary, increase your views or just for something to read and leave you thinking, this is the

book for you.Only reason i gave it 4 stars was because it took forever to get here, and the book was



damaged.

bought this book for school.

A great book! Sets about seeking the ultimate human good, and undergoes the logical process in

arguing how we as humans can live truly well.

A great piece of philosophy that everyone needs to read for their foundation of understanding
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